The amygdala is a critical substrate for learning about cues that signal danger. Less is known about its role in processing innocuous or background information. The present study addressed this question using a sensory preconditioning protocol in male rats. In each experiment, rats were exposed to pairings of two innocuous stimuli in stage 1, S2 and S1, and then to pairings of S1 and shock in stage 2. As a consequence of this training, control rats displayed defensive reactions (freezing) when tested with both S2 and S1. The freezing to S2 is a product of two associations formed in training: an S2-S1 association in stage 1 and an S1-shock association in stage 2. We examined the roles of two medial temporal lobe (MTL) structures in consolidation of the S2-S1 association: the perirhinal cortex (PRh) and basolateral complex of the amygdala (BLA). When the S2-S1 association formed in a safe context, its consolidation required neuronal activity in the PRh (but not BLA), including activation of AMPA receptors and MAPK signaling. In contrast, when the S2-S1 association formed in a dangerous context, or when the context was rendered dangerous immediately after the association had formed, its consolidation required neuronal activity in the BLA (but not PRh), including activation of AMPA receptors and MAPK signaling. These roles of the PRh and BLA show that danger changes the way the mammalian brain stores information about innocuous events. They are discussed with respect to danger-induced changes in stimulus processing.
Introduction
The presence of danger elicits a suite of defensive reactions, including hyperarousal, attention toward cues that identify the danger, and preparation for "fight-orflight." Danger also biases our judgments, alters our perceptions and strengthens aspects of memory: e.g., traumatic experiences are confidently recalled and can be rich in detail (Brown and Kulik, 1977; Adolphs et al., 2005; McGaugh, 2006; Kensinger, 2009) . Neuroimaging studies in people suggest that the amygdala plays a central role in these various effects: e.g., danger increases activation of the amygdala (Buchel et al., 1998; Morris et al., 1999; Davis and Whalen, 2001; Whalen et al., 2004) , and activity in this brain region correlates with memory for cues that signaled danger (LaBar et al., 1998; Sabatinelli et al., 2005; LaBar and Cabeza, 2006; Delgado et al., 2008) . This suggestion has been confirmed in animal studies: they show that neuronal activity in the amygdala is necessary for the formation and consolidation of a cue-danger memory, as well as its subsequent retrieval, expression, and modification (e.g., reconsolidation; for reviews, see Schafe et al., 2001; Fanselow and Poulos, 2005; LeDoux, 2007; Johansen et al., 2011; Maren et al., 2013; Duvarci and Pare, 2014; Keifer et al., 2015) .
In contrast to its role in coding information about danger, the amygdala is not typically required for coding information about neutral or innocuous events (Dwyer and Killcross, 2006 ; see also Balleine and Killcross, 2006) . However, recent studies of sensory preconditioning in rats show that there are circumstances under which the amygdala is engaged for processing this type of information (Holmes et al., 2013) . In these studies, rats were exposed to pairings of two innocuous stimuli, S2 and S1 (e.g., a sound followed by a light, counterbalanced), socalled sensory preconditioning. For some rats, S2-S1 pairings occurred in a familiar and safe context; for others, they occurred in a dangerous context, one in which they had been previously exposed to an innate source of danger (brief-but-aversive foot-shock). In each case, rats formed an S2-S1 association, as evidenced by the fact that subsequent training of S1 as a signal for shock resulted in freezing to that S1 as well as its associated S2 (for a description of the controls, see Holmes et al., 2013) . However, the role of the amygdala in formation of the S2-S1 association depended on the nature of the context where the S2-S1 pairings occurred. Specifically, neuronal activity in the basolateral complex of the amygdala (BLA) was not required for encoding of the S2-S1 association in a familiar, safe context: under these circumstances, encoding of the S2-S1 association required activity (including NMDA receptor activation) in another region of the medial temporal lobe (MTL), the perirhinal cortex (PRh; Nicholson and Freeman, 2000) . Conversely, neuronal activity in the PRh was not required for encoding of the S2-S1 association in a dangerous context: under these circumstances, encoding of the S2-S1 association required activity (including NMDA receptor activation) in the BLA.
In addition to showing that danger shifts processing of a sensory preconditioned association from the PRh to the BLA, our previous study showed that the shift is independent of the interval between danger and exposure to the new S2-S1 relation (e.g., it is equally evident when this interval is either 3 or 24 h), as well as the type of that relation (e.g., it is equally evident in acquisition or extinction of a sensory preconditioned association). However, as neuronal activity in the PRh or BLA was blocked before target training sessions, our previous study leaves open the question of whether the PRh and BLA play any role in consolidation of the S2-S1 association that forms in a safe or dangerous context, respectively; or alternatively, whether the PRh and BLA are exclusively involved in encoding the innocuous information in each case. Accordingly, the present study used the sensory preconditioning protocol described above to investigate how rats consolidate an innocuous S2-S1 association in the PRh and BLA. It addressed three major questions. The first was whether the MTL region that is critical for encoding the S2-S1 association is also critical for its consolidation. The second was whether consolidation of the associations formed in these brain regions shares synaptic and intracellular signaling requirements. The third was whether exposure to danger immediately after sensory preconditioning alters consolidation of the S2-S1 association in the PRh and/or BLA.
Materials and Methods

Subjects
Subjects were experimentally naïve, male, Sprague Dawley rats (390 -510 g) obtained from a commercial supplier (Animal Resources Center). All experimental procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Ethics Committee at the University of New South Wales and in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, revised 1996.
Rats were housed in plastic boxes (67 cm length ϫ 40 cm width ϫ 22 cm height) with food and water continuously available. There were four rats per home box. In each experiment, all groups were equally represented among rats in an individual home box. The boxes were located a climate-controlled colony room (lights on at 7:00 A.M.).
Surgery and drug infusions
Before behavioral testing, rats were implanted with guide cannula directed toward the BLA or PRh. Rats were injected intraperitoneally with 1.3 ml/kg of the anesthetic ketamine (Ketapex; Apex Laboratories) at a concentration of 100 mg/ml and 0.3 ml/kg of the muscle relaxant xylazine (Rompun; Bayer) at a concentration of 20 mg/ml. Anesthetized rats were then mounted on a stereotaxic apparatus (David Kopf Instruments), and 26-gauge guide cannula (Plastics One) implanted through holes drilled in both hemispheres of the skull. The tips of the guide cannula were aimed bilaterally at one of two sites: BLA (anteroposterior: -2.4 mm; mediolateral: Ϯ4.9 mm; dorsoventral: -8.2 mm); or PRh (anteroposterior: -4.15 mm; mediolateral: Ϯ5.00 mm; dorsoventral: -8.3; angled at 9°; Paxinos and Watson, 1997) . The guide cannulas were maintained in position with dental cement and dummy cannulas were kept in each guide at all times except during infusions. Immediately after the surgical procedure, rats were injected intraperitoneally with a prophylactic (0.4 ml) dose of 300 mg/kg solution of procaine penicillin. Rats were allowed 7 d to recover from surgery during which time they were handled and weighed daily.
Bupivacaine, 2,3-dihydroxy-6-nitro-7-sulphamoyl-benzo [f]quinoxaline-2,3-dione (NBQX), U0126, or vehicle was infused bilaterally in the BLA or PRh by inserting a 33 gauge internal cannula into the guide cannula. The internal cannula was connected to a 25-l glass syringe attached to an infusion pump (Harvard Apparatus) and projected an additional 1 mm ventral to the tip of the guide cannula. A total volume of 0.5 l was infused into either structure (BLA or PRh) at a rate of 0.25 l/min. The internal cannula remained in place for an additional 2 min after the infusions and was then removed. One day before infusions, the dummy cannula was removed, and the infusion pump was turned on for 2 min to familiarize the rats with the procedure and thereby minimize stress on the infusion day.
The sodium channel blocker, bupivacaine hydrochloride (Sigma), and the AMPA receptor antagonist, NBQX (Sigma), were each dissolved in nonpyrogenic saline (0.9% w/v) to obtain final concentrations of 1 g/l. Nonpyrogenic saline (0.9% w/v) was used as a vehicle for experiments studying the effects of bupivacaine and NBQX. U0126 (Promega), a specific inhibitor of MAPK kinase (MEK), was dissolved in 100% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO; Sigma-Aldrich) to a final concentration of 4 g/l. MEK is an upstream regulator of ERK/MAPK activation (Favata et al., 1998) . The stock was then diluted 1:1 in artificial CSF (ACSF; Tocris Bioscience). Vehicle (50% DMSO-ACSF) was prepared by diluting 100% DMSO 1:1 in ACSF.
Histology
Subsequent to behavioral testing, rats received a lethal dose of sodium pentobarbital. The brains were removed and sectioned coronally at 40 m through the BLA or PRh. Every second section was collected on a slide and stained with cresyl violet. The location of cannula tips was determined under a microscope by a trained observer, unaware of the subjects' group designations, using the boundaries defined by the atlas of Paxinos and Watson (1997) . Subjects with inaccurate cannula placements or with extensive damage were excluded from the statistical analysis.
Apparatus
Each of the conditioning chambers used in this study measured 33 cm (height) ϫ 31 cm (length) ϫ 26 cm (width). The chambers were located in separate compartments of a wooden cabinet. The floor, walls and ceiling of the cabinet were black. The sidewalls and ceiling of the chambers were made of aluminum and the back and front walls were made of clear plastic. The floor consisted of stainless steel rods, 5 mm in diameter, spaced 10 mm apart, (center to center). A tray below the floor contained bedding material. A speaker mounted on the back wall of each cabinet was used for the presentation of a 1000-Hz pure tone at 75 dB (A scale) against a background noise of ϳ45 dB measured by a digital sound level meter (Dick Smith Electronics, Australia). A set of LEDs was also mounted to the back wall of each cabinet and used for the presentation of a flashing light stimulus. A constantcurrent shock generator, which delivered unscrambled AC 50 Hz to the grid floor of the conditioning chamber, was used for the presentation of a moderate (0.5 mA, 0.5 s) or strong (0.8 mA, 0.5 s) foot-shock, as described below. An infrared light source illuminated each chamber (940 Ϯ 25 nm) and a camera mounted on the back wall of each cabinet recorded the behavior of each rat. The camera was connected to a monitor and DVD recorder in another room of the laboratory. All stimulus presentations were controlled by appropriate software (MatLab, MathWorks Inc).
Procedure
Rats were implanted with bilateral cannula targeting the PRh or BLA and allowed 7 d for recovery.
Context exposure
On each of days 1 and 2, rats received two sessions of context alone exposure (four sessions in total). Each session lasted for 20 min, and the two sessions on each day were separated by a minimum interval of 3 h. These sessions were intended to familiarize the rats with the context, and therefore, increase their attention to the auditory and visual cues presented in sensory preconditioning.
Additional context session
On day 3, rats were randomly allocated to one of five groups. Each group received two sessions of training. The first session lasted five min. During this time, two groups of rats were exposed to the context alone (groups safePRh and safe-BLA). Two groups were shocked twice in the context (groups danger-PRh and danger-BLA): each shock was delivered at 0.5 mA for 0.5 s, the first shock occurred 3 min after placement in the context and the second shock occurred 1 min later, i.e., 4 min after placement in the context. Among rats in the final group (group control), half were exposed to the context alone while the remainder were shocked in the context in the manner just described.
Sensory preconditioning
The second session of training on day 3 lasted 46 min. In this session, rats were exposed to eight paired presentations of two innocuous stimuli, S2 and S1. The tone and flashing light were counterbalanced across these stimulus identities, and within each group, equal numbers of rats received the tone or flash as S2 (and vice versa for S1). Presentations of S2 and S1 were such that offset of S2 coincided with onset of S1. Each presentation of S2 lasted for 30 s and each presentation of S1 lasted for 10 s. This was based on our previous research showing that these parameters are optimal for the formation of a sensory preconditioned association in stage 1 (Parkes and Westbrook, 2010; Holmes et al., 2013; Holmes and Westbrook, 2017) . Onset of the first S2 presentation occurred 5 min after placement in the chamber, and the interval between each of the eight trials (defined from offset of S1 to onset of the next S2 presentation) was fixed at five min. After the last stimulus presentation (i.e., the final presentation of S1), rats remained in the context for a further 120 s before being returned to their home cages. Approximately 2 min later, they were taken to a separate room in the laboratory where they received a bilateral infusion of either bupivacaine (groups safe-PRh, safe-BLA, dangerPRh, or danger-BLA) or vehicle alone (group control). The details of these infusions are described above.
Fear conditioning of S1
On day 4, rats received two sessions of training in which they were exposed to two S1-shock pairings in each session, and the two sessions were separated by a minimum interval of 3 h. Each presentation of S1 lasted for 10 s and co-terminated in foot-shock, which was delivered at 0.8 mA for 0.5 s. In the first of the two sessions, onset of the first S1 presentation occurred 5 min after placement in the chamber. In the second session, onset of the first S1 presentation occurred 2 min after placement in the chamber. The interval to the second S1-shock pairing in each session was fixed at 11 min. Rats remained in the context for an additional 2 min after the final S1 presentation in each session.
Context extinction
On day 5, rats received two sessions of context extinction, which were intended to reduce the baseline level of context-elicited freezing. The details for these sessions were identical to those described for context alone exposure on days 1 and 2.
Testing
On day 6, rats received an additional 10-min session of context extinction to reduce spontaneous recovery of context-elicited freezing. Approximately 2 h later, rats were tested with eight presentations of S2 alone (i.e., under conditions of extinction). Each presentation of S2 lasted 30 s, the first S2 was presented 2 min after placement in the chamber and the interval between S2 presentations was fixed at three min. Rats remained in the context for an additional 2 min after the final S2 presentation. On day 7, rats were tested with eight presentations of the S1 alone (under extinction). Each presentation of the S1 lasted 10 s, the first S1 was presented 2 min after placement in the chamber and the interval between S1 presentations was fixed at three min. Again, all rats remained in the context for an additional 2 min after the final S1 presentation.
Scoring and statistics
Freezing was defined as the absence of all movements except those related to breathing (Fanselow, 1980) . Rats were observed every 2 s and scored as either freezing or not by two observers, one of whom was naïve to the purposes of the experiment. The correlation between the scores of the two observers was high, Ͼ0.9, and any discrepancies in the scores were resolved in favor of those by the naïve observer.
Freezing was scored across the first two minutes of each session to assess the baseline level of freezing to the context. It was additionally scored for the 30-s duration of each S2 presentation and the 10-s duration of each S1 presentation. The number of 2-s samples scored as freezing was expressed as a percentage of the total number of observations during the baseline, S2 and S1 periods. As there were no between-group differences in baseline levels of freezing in any of the experiments (F Ͻ 1.2), the data for each experiment are represented as difference scores (average level of freezing to S2 and S1 minus average level of freezing in the baseline) in each of the figures, and were analyzed using contrasts with repeated measures in ANOVA (Hays, 1963) . The repeated measures were applied to training data, for which 'trials' was included as a variable. The test data were analyzed using the same contrast method but in the absence of any repeated measures (i.e., the data submitted to analysis was the mean levels of freezing across the eight test trials in each session). The criterion for rejection of the null hypothesis (␣) was set at 0.05. Confidence intervals (95% for the mean difference, standardized using the sample SD) are also reported for each significant comparison in each experiment.
Across the set of experiments reported here, there were no significant differences in the test levels of freezing to S2 among control rats that had been exposed to S2-S1 pairings in either a safe or dangerous context [safe subgroup mean ϭ 34.3% (SEM ϭ 12.0); danger subgroup mean ϭ 20.6% (SEM ϭ 16.0), Fs Ͻ 1], that had been shocked in the context either 10 min or 24 h after S2-S1 pairings [10 min subgroup mean ϭ 25.4% (SEM ϭ 13.0); 24 h subgroup mean ϭ 21.7% (SEM ϭ 9.1), Fs Ͻ 1], or that had been infused with different vehicle solutions [NBQX vehicle subgroup means range from 33.0% to 46.9% (SEMs range from 4.9 to 6.7); U0126 vehicle subgroup means range from 25.4% to 28.7% (SEMs range from 6.1 to 11.3), Fs Ͻ 2.1]. As a more powerful test of any such differences, we pooled across the vehicle-infused controls from each experiment to determine if the test levels of freezing to S2 differed among rats exposed to S2-S1 pairings in a safe context, a dangerous context, or a safe context that became dangerous. The mean percentage freezing to S2 was 35.1% (SEM ϭ 5.8), 34.3% (SEM ϭ 3.1), and 28.3% (SEM ϭ 4.4%) in the safe, dangerous, and safe-dangerous subgroups, respectively. The differences between these subgroups were not statistically significant (largest F Ͻ 1.3). Hence, in each experiment, all vehicle-infused rats were combined to form a single composite control group.
Rats were excluded from each experiment if their cannulas were misplaced. The total numbers of exclusions in each experiment were, six in experiment 1, four in experiment 2A, 16 in experiment 2B, four in experiment 3A, 13 in experiment 3B, and five rats in experiment 4. The location of infusion cannula tips in each of the experi-ments is shown in Figure 5 (BLA on the left, PRh on the right).
Results
Experiment 1. The roles of the PRh and BLA in consolidation of an S2-S1 association depend on the status of the context at the time of sensory preconditioning
Experiment 1 examined whether danger regulates the neural substrates underlying consolidation of the S2-S1 association formed in sensory preconditioning. Briefly, half the rats were surgically prepared with cannulas targeting the PRh and the remaining rats were prepared with cannulas targeting the BLA. After recovery from surgery, all rats were then pre-exposed to the context (a distinctive chamber) on days 1 and 2, and then to pairings of S2 and S1 on day 3. The various groups in this experiment differed in their treatment before and after these S2-S1 pairings. Some rats received a shocked exposure to the context 3 h before the S2-S1 pairings, thus rendering the context dangerous when the pairings were experienced. Other rats received an equivalent period of context only exposure so that the context was merely familiar (and safe) at the time of sensory preconditioning. Finally, immediately after the S2-S1 pairings in the safe context, rats received an infusion of the sodium channel blocker, bupivacaine, into the PRh or BLA while other rats received an infusion of vehicle; likewise, immediately after the pairings in the dangerous context, rats received infusion of bupivacaine in the PRh or BLA while other rats received an infusion of vehicle. The infusions of bupivacaine were intended to silence neuronal activity in either the PRh or BLA (Hsu et al., 2002; Kleim et al., 2003; Stevenson, 2011; Leong and Packard, 2014) .
All rats received pairings of S1 and shock on day 4, additional context exposure (to reduce baseline freezing) on day 5, and test presentations of S2 and S1 on days 6 and 7, respectively. The questions of interest concerned the levels of freezing to S2 and S1 among the various groups in these test sessions.
The baseline levels of freezing in the two test sessions were low (Ͻ15%), and did not significantly differ between the groups (all Fs Ͻ 1). This shows that the context exposure sessions on days 1, 2, 5, and 6 of our protocol were highly effective in retarding conditioning to the context during its shocked exposures, and/or extinguishing any context-elicited freezing. This was the case for each of the experiments reported in this study (data not shown).
The left and right panels of Figure 1 show the mean levels of freezing in each group during test presentations of S2 and S1, respectively. The levels of freezing among rats infused with saline were independent of their cannula placements and whether the sensory preconditioning (the S2-S1 pairings) occurred in a safe (spc-safe) or dangerous (spc-danger) context. Therefore, all rats infused with saline were combined to form a single composite control group (group Ctrl), which exhibited evidence for an S2-S1 memory (freezing to S2) and an S1-shock memory (freezing to S1). In contrast, the level of freezing among rats infused with bupivacaine depended on whether the context was safe or dangerous at the time of the S2-S1 pairings and on the brain region into which it was infused (F (1,34) ϭ 13.10, p Ͻ .05, 95% CI ϭ [0.56, 2.00]). Specifically, when the S2-S1 pairings occurred in a safe context, consolidation of this association was impaired when bupivacaine was infused into the PRh, but was spared when bupivacaine was infused into the BLA: rats in group safePRh froze significantly less during test presentations of S2 than rats in groups safe-BLA and Ctrl (F (1,34) ϭ 13.18, p Ͻ .05, 95% CI ϭ [0.7, 2.48]), and there was no difference in freezing between the latter groups (F Ͻ 1). In contrast, when the S2-S1 pairings occurred in a dangerous context, consolidation of this association was spared when bupivacaine was infused into the PRh, but was impaired Figure 1 . Experiment 1. The neural substrates involved in consolidation of a sensory preconditioned association depend on the context. The mean (ϮSEM) levels of freezing in groups control (n ϭ 7), safe-BLA-bupi (n ϭ 8), safe-PRh-bupi (n ϭ 8), danger-BLA-bupi (n ϭ 8), and danger-PRh-bupi (n ϭ 8) during test presentations of S2 (left panel) and S1 (right panel) in experiment 1, relative to the baseline. When sensory preconditioning occurred in a safe context, consolidation of the S2-S1 memory required neuronal activity in the PRh but not the BLA; but when it occurred in a dangerous context, consolidation of the same memory required neuronal activity in the BLA but not the PRh. There was no evidence in any protocol that an infusion of bupivacaine impaired the encoding and/or storage of the S1-shock association. Horizontal arrows in the design schematic (top of figure) indicate transitions between experimental stages, and the vertical arrow indicates an infusion of bupivacaine or vehicle into the PRh or BLA.
when bupivacaine was infused into the BLA: rats in group danger-BLA froze significantly less during test presentations of S2 than rats in groups danger-PRh and Control (F (1,34) ϭ 6.15, p Ͻ .05, 95% CI ϭ [0.2, 1.98]), and there was no difference in freezing between the latter groups (F Ͻ 1).
The doubly dissociable effects of the nature of the context (safe or dangerous) and the brain region inactivated by bupivacaine (PRh or BLA) show that the drug did not simply disrupt performance in the safe and dangerous protocols. Rats that received a bupivacaine infusion into the PRh or BLA were not impaired in their ability to freeze when tested with the sensory preconditioned S2. Moreover, the results of the test with the conditioned S1 (right panel) additionally show that any effects of PRh or BLA inactivation were selective to consolidation of the S2-S1 memory. Specifically, there were no differences in freezing to S1 among the groups that had been infused with bupivacaine (Fs Ͻ 2.8), and the average level of freezing to S1 among these groups was similar to the freezing elicited by S1 in group control (F Ͻ 1).
These results show that the neural substrates underlying consolidation of an S2-S1 association depend critically on the nature of the context where this association was formed: in a familiar, safe context, consolidation requires neuronal activity in the PRh but not the BLA: in a dangerous context, consolidation requires activity in the BLA but not the PRh.
Experiment 2. Innocuous associations formed in the PRh and BLA share synaptic and intracellular signaling requirements
Experiment 2 further examined consolidation of the S2-S1 memory that forms in the safe and dangerous contexts and the substrates of this consolidation in the PRh and BLA, respectively. It specifically examined whether consolidation of the S2-S1 association that forms in these two distinct contexts requires neuronal processes that are necessary for consolidation of the association between S1 and shock (Johansen et al., 2011) . It focused on two such processes: activation of AMPA receptors and activation of the MAPK signaling pathway. Both processes mediate changes in neurotransmission in cellular models of learning and memory (e.g., long-term potentiation), and within the BLA, consolidation of the memory that forms across pairings of S1 and shock (for AMPA receptor involvement, see Rumpel et al., 2005; Yeh et al., 2006; Nedelescu et al., 2010; Ota et al., 2010; Ganea et al., 2015; Lopez et al., 2015;  for MAPK involvement, see Schafe et al., 2000; Ota et al., 2008; Schafe et al., 2008; Monsey et al., 2011) . Hence, we examined whether these processes also regulate consolidation of the association that forms across pairings of S2 and S1 by assessing whether blockade of these processes in the PRh and BLA disrupts consolidation of the S2-S1 association formed in the safe and dangerous contexts, respectively.
This experiment was conducted in two parts. Experiment 2A examined whether consolidation of the S2-S1 association formed in the safe context requires activation of AMPA receptors and MAPK signaling in the PRh. Three groups of rats were surgically prepared with cannulas targeting the PRh. After recovery from surgery, all rats were then pre-exposed to the context alone on days 1 and 2, and then exposed to pairings of S2 and S1 on day 3 (sensory preconditioning). The three groups differed in their treatment after these S2-S1 pairings. One group received an infusion of the AMPA receptor antagonist, NBQX; a second group received an infusion of U0126, an inhibitor of MEK1 and MEK2 which are upstream regulators of both extracellular signal-regulated kinases, ERK1 and ERK2; and the third group received an infusion of vehicle only (half the rats were infused with the vehicle for NBQX while the remaining rats were infused with the vehicle for U0126). All rats were exposed to S1-shock pairings on day 4, additional context exposure (to reduce baseline freezing) on day 5, and test presentations of S2 and S1 on days 6 and 7, respectively. The details for these training and test sessions were identical to those described in experiment 1 and our previous work (Holmes et al., 2013; Holmes and Westbrook, 2017) .
The top row of Figure 2 shows the mean levels of freezing in each group during test presentations of the sensory preconditioned S2 (left) and the conditioned S1 (right). It is clear that rats in the control group froze more during test presentations of S2 than rats in each of the drug treatment groups, but that all rats froze equally during test presentations of S1. The statistical analysis confirmed that rats in group control froze significantly more to S2 than rats in the two drug treatment groups (F (1,25) ϭ 11.56, p Ͻ .05, 95% CI ϭ [0.51, 2.09]), and that there was no significant difference between the latter groups (F Ͻ 1). In the test of conditioning to S1, there was no significant difference in freezing between any of the groups (Fs Ͻ 1). Thus, these results show that, when an S2-S1 association forms in a safe context, its consolidation requires activation of AMPA receptors and MAPK signaling in the PRh.
Experiment 2B examined whether consolidation of the S2-S1 association formed in a dangerous context requires activation of AMPA receptors and MAPK signaling in the BLA. Three groups of rats were surgically prepared with cannulas targeting the BLA. After recovery from surgery, all rats were pre-exposed to the context alone on days 1 and 2. On day 3, rats were shocked in the context (as described for groups danger-BLA and danger-PRh in experiment 1) and 3 h later returned to that context where they received S2-S1 pairings. The three groups differed in what was infused into the BLA after these S2-S1 pairings. One group received an infusion of the AMPA receptor antagonist, NBQX, a second group received an infusion of the MEK inhibitor, U0126, and the third group received an infusion of vehicle only (again, half the rats were infused with the vehicle for NBQX while the remaining rats were infused with the vehicle for U0126). Following S1-shock pairings on day 4, all rats were tested with S2 and S1 on days 5 and 6, respectively. The test results are shown in the bottom row of Figure 2 . Rats in the control group again froze more to the sensory preconditioned S2 than rats in each of the drug treatment groups, but all rats froze equally during test presentations of the conditioned S1.
The statistical analysis confirmed that rats in group control froze significantly more to S2 than rats in the two drug treatment groups (F (1,27) ϭ 7.68, p Ͻ .05, 95% CI ϭ [0.26, 1.76]), and there was no significant difference in freezing between the latter groups (F Ͻ 1). There were no significant differences in freezing between any of the groups in the levels of freezing elicited by S1 (Fs Ͻ 1.2). Thus, these results show that, when an S2-S1 association forms in a dangerous context, its consolidation requires activation of AMPA receptors and MAPK signaling in the BLA.
These results show that, although safe and dangerous environments recruit distinct brain regions to consolidate the S2-S1 association, activation of AMPA receptors and MAPK signaling are required in each of these regions for that consolidation: consolidation in a safe environment requires activation of AMPA receptors and MAPK signaling in the PRh; consolidation in a dangerous environment requires activation of AMPA receptors and MAPK signaling in the BLA.
Experiment 3. The experience of danger after sensory preconditioning shifts the substrates of consolidation from the PRh to the BLA
The previous experiments have shown that a dangerous context changes the brain regions that consolidate information about the innocuous S2 and S1. The present experiment examined two related questions: following exposure to S2-S1 pairings in a safe context, does the experience of danger release the PRh from its usual role in consolidation of the S2-S1 memory; and instead, does it engage the BLA for this consolidation?
This experiment was conducted in two parts. Experiment 3A examined whether the experience of danger immediately after S2-S1 pairings in a safe context affects consolidation of the S2-S1 memory in the PRh. Three groups of rats were surgically prepared with cannulas targeting the PRh. After recovery from surgery, all rats were then pre-exposed to the context alone on days 1 and 2, and then exposed to pairings of S2 and S1 on day 3 (sensory preconditioning). Exactly 10 min after the end of the sensory preconditioning session, all rats received an additional 5-min exposure to the context. The groups differed in their treatment during and after this brief context exposure. One group of rats was shocked twice in the New Researchcontext (in the manner described for groups danger in experiment 1), and then infused with bupivacaine into the PRh (group danger-Bupi). A second group of rats was exposed to the context but shock was not administered, and then infused with bupivacaine into the PRh (group safe-Bupi). Among the third group, half the rats were shocked in the context while the remainder were exposed to the context but were not shocked; both sets of rats were then infused with vehicle into the PRh (group control). On day 4, all rats were exposed to the context to extinguish any fear among the rats that had been shocked. All rats then received pairings of S1 and shock on day 5, context exposure (to reduce baseline freezing) on day 6, and test presentations of S2 and S1 on days 7 and 8, respectively. The details for these training and test sessions were identical to those described in experiment 1. We expected to replicate our previous finding that, in the absence of any other treatment, when an S2-S1 memory forms in a safe context, its consolidation requires neuronal activity in the PRh. This would be evidenced by more freezing to S2 in group control than in the group that received the context alone exposure after the S2-S1 pairings and a PRh infusion of bupivacaine. The question of interest concerned the level of freezing to S2 in the group that received a shocked exposure to the context after the S2-S1 pairings and a PRh infusion of bupivacaine. If the substrates involved in consolidation of the S2-S1 memory are determined at the time of the S2-S1 pairings, the experience of danger after these pairings should not alter the requirement for neuronal activity in the PRh. Therefore, the infusion of bupivacaine in these rats should disrupt consolidation of the S2-S1 association, evidenced by less freezing when tested with S2 in these rats than in control rats. If, however, the substrates involved in consolidation are influenced by the experience of danger after the S2-S1 pairings, then the infusion of bupivacaine into the PRh would fail to disrupt consolidation, evidenced by these rats freezing just as much as control rats when tested with S2.
The top row of Figure 3 shows the mean levels of freezing in each group during test presentations of S2 (left) and S1 (right) in experiment 3A. The statistical analysis of freezing elicited by the sensory preconditioned S2 confirmed what is clear from inspection of the left panel: rats infused with bupivacaine immediately after reexposure to a familiar safe context froze significantly less than rats in the two other groups (F (1,25) ϭ 27.45, p Ͻ .05, 95% CI ϭ [1.26, 2.89]). There was no significant difference between the latter groups (F Ͻ 1.2), that is, between the group infused with bupivacaine after the shocked exposure to what had been a safe context and the control group infused with vehicle. In the test of the conditioned S1, there were no significant differences in freezing between any of the groups (Fs Ͻ 1). Thus, these results replicate our previous finding that neuronal activity in the PRh is critical for consolidation of an S2-S1 memory that forms in a safe environment. They additionally show that the experience of danger after S2-S1 pairings renders consolidation of the S2-S1 memory independent of neural activity in the PRh. Experiment 3B examined three questions. The first was whether the experience of danger after S2-S1 pairings in a safe context engages the BLA in consolidation of the S2-S1 memory. The second was whether any effect of post-training danger in engaging the BLA for consolidation varies with the interval between the end of training and onset of the danger. The third question was whether any danger-induced recruitment of the BLA for consolidation of the S2-S1 memory can be blocked by inactivation of the BLA in advance of the danger. All rats were surgically prepared with cannulas targeting the BLA. After recovery from surgery, they were exposed to the context alone on days 1 and 2, and then to pairings of S2 and S1 on day 3. Following these pairings, rats were removed from the context and returned to their home cages. They were then returned to the context and shocked. The groups differed with respect to the interval between S2-S1 pairings and the shocked exposure to the context, and in their treatment before and after the shocked exposure to the context. One group received a shocked exposure to the context exactly 10 min after S2-S1 pairings (as per the details described for group danger in experiment 1), and this was immediately followed by a BLA infusion of bupivacaine (group 10'-Shock-Bupi). A second group received the same shocked exposure to the context exactly 24 h after S2-S1 pairings, and this was immediately followed by a BLA infusion of bupivacaine (group 24 h-shock-Bupi). A third group received the shocked exposure to the context exactly 10 min after S2-S1 pairings, and this was immediately preceded by a BLA infusion of bupivacaine (group Bupi-10'-shock). Among the fourth group, half the rats received a BLA infusion of saline immediately before the context-shock pairings while the remaining rats received this same infusion immediately after the context-shock pairings (group control). All rats were exposed to the context in the absence of shock to extinction any context-elicited fear responses on day 4 and to S1-shock pairings on day 5. All rats were again extinguished to the context on day 6, and tested with S2 and S1 on days 7 and 8, respectively.
The bottom row of Figure 3 shows the mean levels of freezing in each group during test presentations of S2 (left) and S1 (right) in experiment 3B. The statistical analysis confirmed what is clear from inspection of the figure. Rats infused with bupivacaine into the BLA 10 min after sensory preconditioning and the shocked exposure to the context (i.e., those in group 10'-shock-Bupi) froze significantly less when tested with the sensory preconditioned S2 than rats in the three other groups (F 1,40 ϭ 9.16, p Ͻ .05, 95% CI ϭ [0.42, 2.11]). There were no significant differences between the levels of freezing elicited by S2 in control rats and in those that received the BLA bupivacaine infusions before the shocked exposure to the context, or that received the same infusion after a 24-h delayed session of context-shock pairings (F Ͻ 1). There were no significant differences among the groups in the levels of freezing elicited by the conditioned S1 (F Ͻ 1.5). These results indicate that the experience of danger after S2-S1 pairings shifted consolidation of the association from the PRh to the BLA, that the immediate, but not the delayed, experience of danger produces the shift, and that silencing the BLA before the experience of danger prevents this shift, allowing consolidation to occur in the PRh. With respect to the latter result, it suggests that silencing the BLA before the danger disrupts its processing in the BLA (i.e., it is as if the danger never occurred) and, therefore, recruitment of the BLA for consolidation of the S2-S1 association.
Experiment 4. The role of AMPA receptors and MAPK signaling in consolidation of the S2-S1 memory when danger occurs after the S2-S1 pairings
This experiment examined whether the danger-induced shift in consolidation requires activation of AMPA receptors and the MAPK signaling pathway within the BLA. All rats were surgically prepared with cannulas targeting the BLA. After recovery from surgery, they were then trained in the manner described for group 10'-shock-Bupi in experiment 3B. That is, rats were pre-exposed to the context on days 1 and 2, and then exposed to S2-S1 pairings on day 3. Shortly (10 min) after the S2-S1 pairings, all rats were returned to the context and shocked. The groups differed in their treatment after these contextshock pairings. One group received a BLA infusion of the AMPA receptor antagonist, NBQX. A second group received a BLA infusion of the MAPK antagonist, U0126. The third group received a BLA infusion of vehicle (half received the vehicle for NBQX while the remainder received the vehicle for U0126). All rats were exposed to sessions of context extinction on day 4, pairings of S1 and shock on day 5, context extinction on day 6, and test presentations of S2 and S1 on days 7 and 8, respectively.
The top row of Figure 4 shows the mean levels of freezing in each group during test presentations of the sensory preconditioned S2 (left) and the conditioned S1 (right). It is clear that rats in the control group froze more during test presentations of S2 than rats in each of the drug treatment groups, and that there were no differences between the groups in their levels of freezing to S1. The The mean (ϮSEM) levels of freezing during test presentations of S2 (left panel) and S1 (right panel) in experiments 3A (top row) and 3B (bottom row), relative to the baseline. Experiment 3A: a shocked exposure to the context after sensory preconditioning renders consolidation of the S2-S1 memory independent of neuronal activity in the PRh [groups vehicle (n ϭ 8), danger-Bupi (n ϭ 10), and safe-Bupi (n ϭ 10)]. Experiment 3B: a shocked exposure to the context after sensory preconditioning renders consolidation of the S2-S1 memory dependent on neuronal activity in the BLA. This engagement of the BLA requires that the shocked context exposure occurs immediately after sensory preconditioning. Under these circumstances, the effect of the shocked context exposure is blocked when the BLA is inactivated before the shock [groups vehicle (n ϭ 19), Bupi-shock-10 (n ϭ 7) and shock-Bupi-10 (n ϭ 7), and shock-Bupi-24 (n ϭ 11)]. Horizontal arrows in the design schematics indicate transitions between experimental stages, and the vertical arrows indicate an infusion of bupivacaine or vehicle into the PRh or BLA.
statistical analysis confirmed that control rats froze more to S2 than rats treated with NBQX and U0126 (F (1,28) ϭ 5.75, p Ͻ .05, 95% CI ϭ [0.13, 1.60]), and that there was no significant difference in freezing to S2 between the latter groups (F Ͻ 1). There were no significant differences among the groups in the test levels of freezing elicited by S1 (F Ͻ 1). These results show that, when danger occurs after S2-S1 pairings, activation of AMPA receptors and MAPK signaling in the BLA is required for consolidation of the S2-S1 memory, just as these processes are required for consolidation when danger occurs before the S2-S1 pairings (experiments 1 and 2B).
The effect of PRh and BLA drug infusions on context-conditioned freezing
In each of the experiments reported above, infusions of drugs into the PRh or BLA had variable effect on the levels of context-elicited freezing when rats were subsequently re-exposed to the context. PRh drug infusions had no effect on levels of context freezing in the next training session (Fs Ͻ 1 in experiments 1 and 3A). BLA infusions of either U0126 or NBQX also spared the level of contextelicited freezing in the next training session: i.e., rats that received BLA infusions of either U0126 or NBQX after context-shock pairings (regardless of whether those pairing occurred before or after sensory preconditioning) froze just as much during the next training session as rats that received infusions of vehicle only (largest F ϭ 3.3 in experiments 2B and 4). In contrast, rats that received BLA infusions of bupivacaine after context-shock pairings froze less than rats that received BLA infusions of vehicle only (smaller F ϭ 5.41 in experiments 1 and 3B).
These findings suggest that neuronal activity in the BLA, but not PRh, is required for consolidation of fear to a highly familiar context (but see Wilensky et al., 2000; Huff et al., 2005) but that this requirement does not involve AMPA receptor-mediated signaling or ERK/MAPK signaling. However, the more important point for the present study is that the effect of BLA infusions of U0126, NBQX, and bupivacaine on consolidation of the S2-S1 association cannot be explained by appeal to their additional effects on consolidation of context conditioned freezing. That is, the disruptive effect of these infusions on consolidation of the S2-S1 association cannot be attributed to a disruption of the context fear memory, as the context fear memory was unaffected by the U0126 and NBQX infusions.
Discussion
This series of experiments has shown for the first time that danger changes the way the brain consolidates information about innocuous events. The experiments used a sensory preconditioning protocol in which rats were first exposed to pairings of two innocuous stimuli, S2 and S1, and then to pairings of the S1 and shock (see also Parkes and Westbrook, 2010; Holmes et al., 2013) . The rats showed defensive responses (freezing) when subsequently tested with the conditioned S1 and, more importantly, when tested with its associate, S2. We focused on the substrates of the S2-S1 memory in two brain regions within the MTL, the PRh, and BLA. We first showed that in a familiar, safe context, consolidation of the S2-S1 association requires neuronal activity in the PRh but not in the BLA. However, this was only true when the context was both familiar and safe. When the context was familiar but dangerous, rats learned the same S2-S1 association, but its consolidation required neuronal activity in the BLA but not in the PRh. The doubly dissociable roles of these brain regions in consolidation of the S2-S1 memory show that the drug used to probe their involvement, bupivacaine, did not simply alter the ability of the rats to freeze on the subsequent test. This conclusion was additionally supported by the absence of any drug effect on the formation of the S1-shock memory, regardless of the region into which it was infused. Instead, the results show that danger changes the way the brain stores innocuous information: it shifts the requirements for storage of this information from the PRh to the BLA.
The second major findings in this series of experiments is that danger also influences how the brain stores innocuous information that has already been encoded. Whereas consolidation of the S2-S1 memory formed in a safe context requires neuronal activity in the PRh and not the BLA, exposure to danger immediately after S2-S1 pairings spared memory formation but altered the requirements for its consolidation. Specifically, exposure to danger after the pairings removed the requirement for neuronal activity in the PRh and instead shifted the requirement to neuronal activity in the BLA. This shift was contingent on danger occurring shortly (a few minutes) after S2-S1 pairings; it did not occur when danger occurred 24 h after those pairings, and therefore, was not simply due to the history of context-shock pairings per se. Moreover, the shift was not due to any gross impairment in subsequent freezing by the drug, bupivacaine, used to silence the PRh or BLA. Instead, these results show that the experience of danger after the rats have encoded the S2-S1 association influences its consolidation in the same way as the presence of danger during the encoding of that association.
While the BLA is required for consolidation of an S2-S1 memory that forms in a context that is either already dangerous or that becomes dangerous immediately after S2-S1 pairings, the explanation for engagement of the BLA in each case is likely to be different. For example, the already dangerous context may alter the neural pathways by which information about S2 and S1 are transmitted through the brain, such that the point of their convergence shifts from the region where such information is processed in a safe context (the PRh) to other regions of the parahippocampal cortex (the entorhinal cortex; Paz et al., 2006 ; see also Albasser et al., 2010 Albasser et al., , 2011 Albasser et al., , 2015 and/or the BLA. This suggestion is supported by evidence from animal studies showing changes in early sensory processing of cues that predict danger (Kass et al., 2013) . It is also supported by several lines of evidence from neuroimaging studies in people. Firstly, learned danger signals enhance activity in brain areas associated with early sensory processes (Sabatinelli et al., 2005; LaBar and Cabeza, 2006; Levita et al., 2015; Krusemark et al., 2013) , as well as interactions between those areas and limbic regions associated with defensive reactions (Miskovic and Keil, 2012 . Secondly, neural responses to danger vary with its proximity: as danger draws near, brain activity shifts from regions of the cortex (ventromedial prefrontal cortex) to regions of the limbic system (periaqueductal gray; Mobbs et al., 2007 Mobbs et al., , 2009 ). Thirdly, and most importantly in light of the present findings, the context in which events occur determines the neural correlates of memory for those events: successful memory for events in a negative emotional context correlates with activation in the amygdala (Erk et al., 2003 (Erk et al., , 2005 (Erk et al., , 2010 , whereas successful memory for events in a neutral context correlates with activation in parahippocampal regions of the cortex, including the PRh (Strange et al., 2002; Richardson et al., 2004) . The results of experiments 1 and 2 extend these findings by showing that activation in the parahippocampal cortex and amygdala is necessary for consolidation of innocuous information in a safe and dangerous context respectively, and that within both of these brain regions, the cellular processes required for consolidation include activation of AMPA receptors and the MAPK signaling pathway.
However, in the case of the memory formed in a context that becomes dangerous after S2-S1 pairings, the shift in the substrates of its consolidation from the PRh to the BLA cannot be explained by a corresponding shift in the neural pathways by which S2 and S1 signals are transmitted through the brain. The context was safe when the association was formed, and hence, the association must have been processed in the same way up until the context was (or was not) rendered dangerous. Instead, the shift from the PRh to the BLA under these circumstances has two major implications. The first is that, even when the context is safe at the time of encoding, the newly formed S2-S1 association is represented in both the PRh and the BLA. This dual representation of the S2-S1 association may relate to the novelty of the two stimuli at the outset of sensory preconditioning: i.e., the novelty of S2 and S1 across the early trials of sensory preconditioning may dictate their processing within the BLA. However, as the stimuli are repeatedly experienced without consequence, their processing shifts from the BLA to the PRh. This suggestion is consistent with the well-established role of the amygdala in processing of novelty Wright et al., 2003 Wright et al., , 2008 Blackford et al., 2010; Balderston et al., 2011 Balderston et al., , 2013 Ousdal et al., 2014; Pedersen et al., 2017a,b) , as well as the decline in amygdala activation as a novel stimulus becomes familiar across its presentations (Breiter et al., 1996; LaBar et al., 1998; Buchel et al., 1999; Morris et al., 2001; Phelps et al., 2004) . Furthermore, a novel stimulus has been shown to activate different regions of the MTL as it becomes familiar (Strange et al., 1999 (Strange et al., , 2005a , and within the PRh, the increasing familiarity of a stimulus is reflected in distinct changes in the firing of PRh neurons (Kealy and Commins, 2011; Kent and Brown, 2012; Ranganath and Ritchey, 2012) . The second major implication of these findings is that events that occur before or after S2-S1 pairings determine which of the PRh-and BLA-based representations is selected for consolidation. Specifically, our findings suggest that the PRh is usually selected for consolidation of the S2-S1 association; but that danger, either before or after formation of the S2-S1 association, biases selection of the BLA for consolidation (for similar arguments, see Okuda et al., 2004; Roozendaal et al., 2006) . This selection of the BLA may alter the properties of the S2-S1 association that are stored and/or result in a stronger S2-S1 association (Roozendaal et al., 2006 (Roozendaal et al., , 2008 Ritchey et al., 2017) . Consistent with this claim, we have recently shown that what is learned in sensory preconditioning differs when it occurs in either a safe or dangerous context. Specifically, a dangerous context permits associative formation between spaced events in sensory preconditioning, and enhances discrimination between different events in sensory preconditioning (Holmes and Westbrook, 2017) . It remains to be determined whether the experience of danger after sensory preconditioning reproduces these effects on sensory preconditioning in a dangerous context. In summary, the present study has shown that danger changes the way the brain stores the S2-S1 memory that forms in sensory preconditioning: it shifts the neural substrates of this memory from the PRh, where it is otherwise stored, to the BLA. This was true when danger occurred before sensory preconditioning, and thus, the context was dangerous at the time of S2-S1 pairings; as well as when danger occurred after sensory preconditioning. However, in each case, the synaptic and intracellular processes involved in consolidation overlapped in terms of their requirements for AMPA receptor activation and MAPK signaling. These findings have two major implications. First, a dangerous context changes how S2 and S1 are trafficked through the brain, and therefore, their point of convergence in the MTL. Second, when a novel S2 and S1 are repeatedly paired in a safe context, some representation of their association exists within both the BLA and PRh, and which of these is selected for consolidation depends on whether danger is subsequently experienced or not.
